ENGLAND'S DAVIS CUP TEAM WHICH WILL FACE AUSTRALASIA THIS WEEK, AND THE GERMAN PAIR, WHO SUFFERED DEFEAT

Australasians Make Victory Clean Cut

GERMANS PUT UP A BETTER FIGHT

Oscar Kremmer Takes Set from Brookes and Has His Own Champion Waving.

Evans Outdoes Himself on Links

Plays Spectacular Golf in Winning Western Title for Third Time.

Martin Captures Cup

Wins President's Trophy on kayak with Speed

Miss Cassel Too Fast

Defeats Mrs. Wood Boyd in Woodford Tournament.

Many Yachts in Gravesend Races

Largest Fleet of Knockabouts of Year in Contest

Washington regulars of the 125' Trophies,

Higher Court Defeated

Justice Tompkins's Trooper 900 to Judge Rogers' 300

Tri-State League Results

Virginia League Results

Kent and Surrey Play to a Draw

Ovaline on Top at Finish and Now Hold First Position Safe.

Crescent and Richmond Draw

Crescent and Richmond draw in the match at the Crescent Club.

Davis Cup Matches Are Prime Test of Endurance

Brookes, of Australasian Team, Expected to curtain his Schedule.

Caps are Favored by the Foreigners

Navy Salamanders Among American Stars Play Barredhead.

Kent and Surrey Play to a Draw

Ovaline on Top at Finish and Now Hold First Position Safe.

Crescent and Richmond Draw

Crescent and Richmond draw in the match at the Crescent Club.

Cricket Teams in Draw

Crescent and Richmond draw in the match at the Crescent Club.

Motor Wants

The Prices and Details of the New Motor Wants.